Thank you to our friends at UBC for making these presentations available! Coincidentally, the presentation “Production of “high quality torrefied wood pellets” with minimum energy consumption” answers my question on “black pellets”.

UBC pellet workshop presentations now online
Written by Canadian Biomass

January 6, 2014, Vancouver, B.C. – The presentations given at the Biomass Pelletization and Torrefaction Workshop, hosted by the University of British Columbia's Biomass & Bioenergy Research Group (BBRG), are now available online.

The workshop was held in conjunction with the Wood Pellet Association of Canada’s 2013 AGM and conference held in Vancouver in November of 2013. The presentations cover a variety of issues impacting Canada’s wood pellet market, including torrefaction, storage, supply chains, drying and logistics.

To access the presentations, CLICK HERE